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Slovakia  Prime  Minister  Robert  Fico  Orders  Investigation  into  COVID-19  Pandemic
Management and Vaccines After 21,000 Excess Deaths Announced in Slovakia Since 2020

By Prime Minister Robert Fico and Dr. William Makis, January 31, 2024

A few weeks ago, newly elected Slovakia Prime Minister Robert Fico clearly outlined his
governing party’s position on rejecting the WHO Pandemic Treaty. This time, Slovakia leads
the way again and provides the “template” on how to approach the crimes and fraud
committed during the COVID-19 pandemic by the politicians who were in power at the time.

US Marines Rush Wonky Amphibious Vehicles to the Pacific

By Gabriel Honrada, February 01, 2024

The US Marine Corps (USMC) is set to deploy its advanced Amphibious Combat Vehicle
(ACV) to the Pacific despite questions about its readiness, maintenance and operation amid
recent restrictions on surf-based use of the platform.

Centre  for  Israel  and  Jewish  Affairs,  CIJA,  Is  Trying  to  Persuade  Canadians  to  Embrace
Genocidal  Israel  and  Condemn  the  ICJ  and  International  Law

By Prof. Anthony J. Hall, January 31, 2024

The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA) is the advocacy agent of Jewish Federations of
Canada-UIA, representing Jewish Federations across Canada. CIJA is a national, non-partisan,
non-profit  organization  whose  mission  is  to  preserve  and  protect  Jewish  life  in  Canada
through advocacy and to advance the public policy interests of Canada’s organized Jewish
community.
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War on Gaza: Here’s What Israeli Officials Say Should Happen to the Palestinian Enclave

By Middle East Eye, January 31, 2024

Thousands  of  Israeli  ministers,  rabbis,  public  figures  and  parliament  members  attended  a
conference  on  Sunday  in  Jerusalem,  calling  for  the  resettlement  of  Gaza  and  making
statements widely deemed to be genocidal.

US to Deploy Nukes in the UK for the First Time in 15 Years

By Dave DeCamp, January 31, 2024

Pentagon procurement contracts show that the US is planning to station B61-12 nuclear
warheads at RAF Lakenheath, a base in Suffolk, England. The US pulled its nuclear weapons
out of the UK in 2008, and its decision to redeploy them demonstrates the low state of US-
Russia relations.

Out  of  the  Euro?  Is  Germany  Heading  for  the  Dexit?  Recession,  Social  Fracture  and
Unemployment

By Germán Gorraiz López, January 31, 2024

After the consummation of the Brexit, the hypothetical exit of Germany from the Euro would
provoke the liquidation of the Eurozone and the gestation of a new European economic
cartography that will involve the return to the hermetic economic compartments.

US-Israel Implement Plan to Cut Food, Water and Medicine to Gaza

By Mike Whitney, January 31, 2024

Israel’s closest allies have cut funding and are now doing their level-best to prevent the
relief agency from operating in Gaza. This is a very serious situation that could have dire
consequences for Palestinians who currently have no access to food, medicine or clean
water. As unbelievable as it sounds, Israel appears to be implementing a strategy aimed at
deliberately starving millions of civilians to death.

U.S. Military School at West Point Supports Genocide
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By Karsten Riise, January 31, 2024

The US military school at West Point participates in Israel’s genocide in Gaza. This is done by
West Point lying away Israel’s genocide – and pretending to be “experts” claiming that Israel
“protects” civilians. 

Another Fast and Furious Scandal? Mexico Demands Answers as Cartels Acquire US-Military
Grade Weapons

By Zero Hedge, January 31, 2024

Mexico is furious and demands an investigation into how belt-fed machine guns, rocket
launchers, and grenades are ending up in the hands of cartel members, the country’s top
diplomat said. 

China Ignores US Entreaties of Mediation

By M. K. Bhadrakumar, January 31, 2024

Coming on top of reports of American soldiers going down like nine-pins on a drone strike
against the super secret CIA station for intelligence and covert operations on the Syrian-
Jordanian border, ’nyet’ is the word from Beijing to the Biden administration’s entreaties
seeking intervention with Tehran to rein in the Houthis of Yemen, against the foreboding
backdrop of the Axis of Resistance expanding its operations against American and Israeli
interests. 
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